Herding cats: 4 steps to overcoming ‘governance disorder syndrome’

By Will Latham, MBA, CPA

Fine-tune your skill sets to ensure a seat at the table

By Heather Grimshaw

Online Exclusive

Medicaid meaningful use: MGMA member measures ROI

How do you assess the return on investment to participating in the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services Electronic Health Care Record Incentive Programs? One member shares an analysis that worked for his pediatric surgical group.

EHR implementation tools

After you read “Personnel key to successful EHR implementation” on page 47, learn how the implementation team at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn., charted and assessed its success. See seven figures that illustrate how the introduction of new team members helped staff adapt to and optimize EHRs: mgma.org/ehr-implementation-charts.
Body of Knowledge

The content topic areas in MGMA Connection are derived from the Body of Knowledge (BOK) for Medical Practice Management. Six issues of MGMA Connection feature a domain in the BOK. This issue highlights Organizational Governance.

Search mgma.org/bok for coverage of the BOK domains. From the home page, search by domain name to find articles, products and more.

To read past issues of MGMA Connection magazine, visit mgma.org/virtualconnection.
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